Automated vehicles are a fast growing part of the transportation sector. AVs present a unique set of challenges to operate effectively and safely in varying meteorological conditions. This June, AMS is hosting the Automated Vehicles & Meteorology Summit for a comprehensive discussion on emerging practices, research, and innovation that will help lead to effective long-term solutions and policy making.
Sponsorship Opportunities

What is your organization’s role in this emerging automated vehicle sector? What capabilities do you want to be recognized by scientists, engineers, policy makers, and industry specialists? Partner with AMS as a sponsor for engagement and brand visibility!

Coffee Break $1000
- Logo on general sponsor recognition signage at Summit
- Sponsor recognition at one supported coffee break
- Logo placement on PPT slides between sessions
- Linked logo on the Summit AMS web page
- Chair to recognize sponsors during opening remarks
- Sponsor recognition on AMS social media channels

Box Lunches $3000
- Logo on general sponsor recognition signage at Summit
- Sponsor recognition at one supported lunch
- Logo placement on PPT slides between sessions
- Linked logo on the Summit AMS web page
- Chair to recognize sponsors during opening remarks
- Sponsor recognition on AMS social media channels
- One 50% registration discount for AV & Meteorology Summit

Icebreaker Networking Reception $3000
- Logo on general sponsor recognition signage at Summit
- Sponsor recognition at Icebreaker event
- Logo placement on PPT slides between sessions
- Linked logo on the Summit AMS web page
- Chair to recognize sponsors during opening remarks
- Sponsor recognition on AMS social media channels
- One 50% registration discount for AV & Meteorology Summit

AMS Green Meeting Sponsorship $1000
Help AMS “Go Green” and minimize the environmental impact of in person meetings. These efforts include reducing travel emissions, prioritizing energy efficiency at venues, reducing resource consumption and waste on site. Contact AMS for further details and benefits of supporting the AMS Green Meetings Initiative and gain the goodwill and recognition of attendees for taking the lead to reduce the carbon footprint of the meeting.

Questions? Contact AMS Corporate Relations Manager, Adam Kelly, akelly@ametsoc.org, 617-226-3904